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FInaLLY Form Is subsTance
Designed to fulfill all bending issues in the field of thin plates fabrication. This 
segment of the market is very important to us and we know that machines 
accuracy is what makes a great difference in performance. Every single 
part of the machine is tested nicely before assembling in order to assure 
a perfect connection among them and avoid structural tensions that often 
means loss of precision. The whole hydraulic system that controls every 
single movement of the machine is controlled by a sophisticate electronic 
unit. This unit is also used to control the rolls parallelism and grant a preci-
sion in positioning of 0,05 mm from side to side. The two central rolls are 
powered by two planetary gearboxes that are directly coupled on one edge 
of them. The hydraulic motors are directly coupled on the gear boxes in or-
der to avoid secondary transmission and assure a high efficiency. Precision, 
high production with a low level of maintenance are the most important 
features that set this range of machines at the top level in the market.

Italian style and german technology. 
Roccia Rundbiegen’s hydraulic plate roll-
ing machines represents the perfect bal-
ance between productivity, versatility and 
accuracy.
Electronic precision, hydraulic power, 
mechanical strength, ergonomic de-
sign, brought together. Roccia Rundbie-
gen’s hydraulic plate rolling machines are 
designed with a passion to embrace new 
technology to improve and simplify every 
working process. 
Low noise emission thanks to the exclusive 
technology op.time that offers up to 20% 
energy saving.

With the op.time system Roccia Rundbie-
gen plate rolls offer up to 20% of energy sav-
ing, when compared to traditional plate rolling 
machines. 

When the machine is not in use for a period of 5 
minutes an electronic control sets the machine 
into a “stand by mode”, the hydraulic pump mo-
tor automatically turns off.

op.time
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T e c H n I c a L  s H e e T

MODEL
WORkIng 
LEngth

BEnDIng 
CapaCIty

pRE-BEnD 
CapaCIty

hR4W2007 2.050 7 4

hR4W2008 2.050 8 6

hR4W2011 2.050 11 8

hR4W2015 2.050 15 12

hR4W2507 2.600 6 4

hR4W2508 2.600 8 6

hR4W2510 2.600 10 8

hR4W2515 2.600 15 12

hR4W3007 3.100 7 4

hR4W3008 3.100 8 6

hR4W3010 3.100 10 8

hR4W4006 4.100 6 4

hR4W4008 4.100 8 6

hR4W5006 5.100 6 5


